New course for vocational purposes: Im Beruf, level B1+ to B2

Applying for a job, the first day at work, communication with colleagues and customers ... - the new course Im Beruf gets you generally fit for the working day

- a host of varied and interesting exercises and role plays practice vocational communication skills both actively and realistically
- reading texts take up intercultural topics from the world of work illustrating them vividly and making them easy to remember
- The units are short and clearly designed. Teaching can thus be planned flexibly to suit the needs of the course participants.

For advertising to your customers, your contacts at Hueber can provide you with a brochure.
New course (level B1+ to C1) for adults
Sicher! B2/1 is available!
The Sicher! B2/1 course- and workbook with audio-CD (for the workbook) and the Sicher! B2 media package have now been published. Sicher! provides learners with a solid foundation in the language skills needed for everyday use, academic studies and vocational training.

Further information

For a successful start at university
Campus Deutsch Lesen
Campus Deutsch prepares foreign students (from level B2/2 and upwards) for a course of study at a German-speaking university. The first volume Lesen (reading) has now been published. It contains practice material and explanations to help students analyse and understand unaided a popular academic or scholarly text.

Further information

To the brochure

Schritte international Spielesammlungen
These games compendiums (level A1 to B1) contain grammar games, vocabulary games, games practising the use of the article, mini-dialogues for guided speaking and speech intentions for open-ended speaking practice. For all photocopiables there are clear and simple instructions with lots of ideas for variation.

Further information

2. New Teacher’s Materials

Handbook Zertifikat B1 - Prüfungsziele, Testbeschreibung
The handbook Zertifikat B1 - Prüfungsziele, Testbeschreibung is a valuable tool for examiners and teachers. It gives comprehensive information on the exam as well as examples of candidates' answers.

Further information
New in the Series: Qualifiziert unterrichten

Neurodidaktik, Grundlagen für Sprachlehrende

The volume provides an easily comprehensible introduction to neurodidactics and gives clear, practical tips for their implementation by language teachers. Topics are:

- learning processes in the brain
- different learning styles and learner types
- learning in old age
- learning of inexperienced learners
- creating literacy

The in the volume explained discoveries made during research into the working of the human brain were implemented in the concept and design of the MENSCHEN coursebooks.

Further information

Szenisches Lernen

Szenisches Lernen provides a collection of recipes that utilise theatre techniques for classroom teaching and show how successful they can be in adding value to the learning process. The author uses concrete examples to illustrate what happens when texts are seen as templates for games and not as an inventory of grammar structures.

Further information

3. New Publications at a glance

Courses for Teenagers - beginner

Beste Freunde

Motivatig - simple - successful - the new course for the school (level A1 to B1)

A1/1

- Audio-CD for the Coursebook, ISBN: 978-3-19-331051-4

Further information
Courses for Adults - Beginner

Schritte international
The international edition of "Schritte" suitable for courses and learners of all types at elementary level (A1-B1) specially developed for teaching abroad.

Spielesammlung (games compendiums)
- for volume 1 and 2, ISBN: 978-3-19-741851-3
- for volume 3 and 4, ISBN: 978-3-19-741853-7
- for volume 5 and 6, ISBN: 978-3-19-741855-1

Further information

For volume 4

Further information

For volume 6
- Coursebook + Workbook + Workbook Audio-CD (with interactive tasks for use with PC) - Updated edition, ISBN: 978-3-19-701856-0

Further information

MENSCHEN
The new course (level A1-B1) for everyone who wants more to happen in class!

Three-volume edition
For volume A2
- Coursebook with DVD-ROM, ISBN: 978-3-19-101902-0
- Workbook with 2 Audio-CDs, ISBN: 978-3-19-111902-7

Further information
Courses for Adults - Intermediate Level
Sicher!
The new course as a modular system provides learners at level B1+, B2 and C1 with a solid foundation in the language skills needed for everyday use, academic studies and vocational training.

B1+

Further information

B2/1

Further information

B2
Media package, 2 Audio-CDs and 2 DVDs for the coursebook, ISBN: 978-3-19-101207-6

Further information

Campus Deutsch
The series (from level B2/2 and upwards) gets foreign students fit for a degree course at a German-speaking university.

Lesen, Coursebook, ISBN: 978-3-19-051003-0

Further information

Business Language
Im Beruf
The new course Im Beruf gets you generally fit for the working day (level B1+ to B2).

- Coursebook, ISBN: 978-3-19-101190-1

Further information
Teacher's Materials
Qualifiziert unterrichten
Szenisches Lernen, Theaterarbeit im DaF-Unterricht, ISBN: 978-3-19-051751-0

Further information


Further information

Cultural studies
Landeskunde aktiv - Praktische Orientierungen für Deutschland, Österreich und die Schweiz, Coursebook, ISBN 978-3-938251-30-0

Further information

Exam Preparation
Fit fürs Zertifikat B1, Coursebook with two Audio-CDs, ISBN: 978-3-19-201651-6

Further information


Further information

4. Important new publications due up until September 2013

Please be aware that there may be a delay in the availability of these titles in individual countries due to longer delivery periods.
Courses for Children

Planetino
The course addresses eight- to eleven-year-olds without prior knowledge of the language.

For volume 3

- Workbook with CD-ROM, ISBN: 978-3-19-451579-6 (September 2013)
- CD-ROM, ISBN: 978-3-19-481579-7 (September 2013)

Courses for Adults - Beginner

MENSCHEN
The new course (level A1-B1) for everyone who wants more to happen in class!

Six-volume edition

For volume A2/1

Further information

For volume A2/2
Interactive Coursebook for Video Projector and Whiteboard - DVD-ROM, ISBN: 978-3-19-521902-0 (September 2013)

Further information

Readers

Leichte Literatur, level A2
Werther, Goethe's great love story re-told


Further information
Trainings material
deutsch üben - Hören & Sprechen

Further information

deutsch üben - Lesen & Schreiben

Further information

Practice materials for children
Spielerisch Deutsch lernen

Further information